GNAT MX2
Professional Compact Mini Dip-slide Incubator Pre Set to 30°C

The ideal choice for low-cost & accurate TVC incubation compliance. The GNAT range is Perfect for all low-volume Dip-slide applications.

Based on the proven technology behind the CASP GNAT, the GNAT MX2 features upgraded functionality to make your small scale incubation solution even simpler. The MX2 is our bespoke brand for situations requiring the small scale incubation of one to two tests in any 48 hour period. What’s more, the addition of low voltage heater control technology means the MX2 can run via an optional in-car cigarette socket – giving you unparalleled versatility in situations where mobile/field testing may be required. The GNAT MX2 is the market leader in easy, low cost compliance solutions for industry standard TVC testing.

Easy to Use – Just plug in! The GNAT is pre-set; all you have to do is allow 15-20 minutes to stabilize - then incubate. A yellow heating indicator cuts in and out as heat is required.

Safe – The new GNAT MX2 runs from 12 volts DC, the mains stays at the adaptor/plug so reducing risk in situations where wet hands are handling samples. Full electronic protection against overload situations.

Versatile – The compact power pack feature Worldwide compatibility, plug options are for UK, Europe America & Australia, voltage selection between 110 and 240v is automatic. With the optional cigar lighter cable you can even take the GNAT in a vehicle!

Accurate – The GNAT features our MX Precision Electronic Control Technology and is pre-set during manufacture. Despite its size and modest cost the GNAT features a heat reservoir chassis so the temperature is held accurately.

Reliable – The new GNAT MX2 is fully automated. No moving parts to thermostat and a transistor switched element gives you simple, consistent and hassle-free incubation.

Specification & Size
Power supply – Adaptor – 110-240v AC @ 300ma
Power supply – Incubator – 12 Volts DC @ 1 Amp
Temperature Control – MX Darlington switched solid state
  Temperature – Pre-set to 30°C
Capacity – 1 or 2 Dip-slides
Case size – 15 x 8 x 9 cm
Outer carton (with adaptor) 16 x 16 x 16 cm
Total Weight – 1.1Kg
Guarantee – 2 Years